


1/32 scale – super detail model

60326



The "Wooden Wonder" makes an appearance in highly impressive 1/32 scale! That was the nickname given

to the De Havilland Mosquito series of aircraft, an ingenious and beautiful design which saw the versatile

airplane made almost entirely of wood. By the late 1930s, when design work on the Mosquito started, metal

was the overwhelmingly favoured medium. However, the Mosquito's designer foresaw that metal would become

a precious resource in the probable war ahead; what was more, his highly lightweight wooden aircraft would

be able to outrun heavier metal opponents. Constructed mainly from balsa wood sandwiched between sheets

of birch, the Mosquito was originally designed as a weaponless bomber; once the armed forces and designers

realized that the aircraft could withstand enemy fire even if it was caught, a number of variants were produced.

The FB Mk.VI debuted in Spring 1943: this fighter-bomber variant packed four 7.7mm machine guns in the

nose, plus four powerful 20mm auto cannons and the ability to mount four 500lb bombs. Its outstanding speed

and range ensured that the FB Mk.VI was used in a range of missions, including raids on important targets and

infrastructure in the German homeland. It is often said that, until the advent of the Messerschmitt Me262, the

German Luftwaffe did not have an adequate response to the "Mossie."

History



•  This is a 1/32 scale plastic model assembly kit.

•  At 515mm in wingspan, this masterpiece captures the elegant twin-

engine form of the FB Mk.VI with astounding detail. This newly-

tooled model was researched using real Mosquitos.

• The cockpit interior is realistically depicted, right down to details 

such as the pilot's seat cushion.

• The modeller is presented with a number of options, such as open 

or closed bomb hatch, and up or down flaps and elevators.

• Parts are included to depict 2 different types of propeller.

• Left and right wing parts are connected via spars, just as on the 

real aircraft. This offers precise and secure attachment.

• Separate parts recreate bomb bay and wing underside 500lb 

bombs, plus 50-gallon drop tanks.

• 3 figures are included, recreating seated pilot and navigator, plus a

crew member boarding via ladder.

• Comes with 3 marking options, plus masking stickers for use when

painting the canopy. A colour painting guide is also provided.

• Includes a 12-page B5 size commemorative booklet including 

colour photographs and a detailed history of the Mosquito.

Features



Detail



Highly-detailed cockpit, plus depiction of four
machine guns complete with ammo cases and belts

The Merlin engines are breathtakingly recreated,
including depictions of the supercharger. Just like on
the real Mosquito, the engine mount and landing gear
struts are integrated.

Tail wheel mud guard and strut are depicted. Left
and right sides of horizontal stabilizer are part of the
same piece, as on the actual aircraft



Choose open or closed bomb bay. 20mm auto cannons and 
two 500lb bomb parts are found inside.

The model can be assembled with exhausts 
uncovered (A) or covered (B).

B

A A

B

Adjustable Flaps



Detailed 4-piece engine cowling offers a selection of
standard (A) or longer intake-fitted tropical filter (B)
parts.

A B

Features parts recreating propellers with early variant

Slim line blades, or wider paddle type blades.

Paintable tires use assembly tread sections and
capture compression caused by plane weight



Markings for 3 versions

3 crew – Pilot, Navigator & Crewman

Etch detail Parts



Extraordinary levels of 
detail on canopy parts



Engine covers fitted with 
magnets to allow ease of 
removal to expose engine 
detail

UK Version contains additional Engine 
Cover Sprue featuring clear parts to 
Allow viewing of internal detail

Extra

WILL BE MOULDED 
IN CLEAR PLASTIC
As well as solid 
Colour shown



35345

The latest addition to the 1/35 Military 
Miniature Series depicts the German 
Panther, a WWII AFV developed by 
Germany to combat the mighty Russian T-
34. Given the importance of stopping the T-
34 as the Russians turned the tide in WWII, 
the Panther was a priority and this was 
emphasized by armoured warfare guru 
Heinz Guderian's role in the design process. 
The Panther packed a powerful L/70 7.5cm 
gun (rumoured to have taken out a T-34 at 
3km) and combined it with excellent 
mobility and a 55km/h top speed. Just as 
importantly, it made great use of T-34-
inspired sloped armour, up to 80mm in 
places. As things turned out, development 
of the Panther was rushed as the German 
situation worsened, and this led to severe 
reliability problems in engagements such as 
the Battle of Kursk in July 1943. Despite 
that, it proved offensively and defensively 
highly capable. The Ausf.D
was the initial variant of the Panther; 842 
were manufactured between January and 
September 1943.



• This is a 1/35 scale plastic model assembly kit.
• This completely newly-tooled kit captures the form

of the Panther Ausf.D with sloped armour, and long 7.5cm gun. 
Tamiya designers studied a real Panther in the Netherlands to ensure stunning accuracy.

• Ausf.D -specific features such as smoke dischargers and rear panel layout are 
authentically depicted.

• Advanced slide moulding techniques ensure that turret details are accurately rendered.
• Belt type tracks give an effective finish and make for a smooth assembly process.
• Commander torso figure plus full body crew figure included. 3 marking options include

Battle of Kursk unit.
• Three detail-up parts sets are available to further enhance the realism of your model.   





1-piece moulded gun barrel features separate

muzzle brake parts.

Slide moulding on turret sides gives excellent
detail. Separate parts depict hatches, and the

cupola hatch is a moving part.

Engine grilles are integrated into rear hull part
for an accurate finish and fuss-free assembly.
Turret rear has opening escape hatch.
Radiator and fan are reproduced using separate
parts, for a highly detailed finish

All hatches on the model (excluding small arms
port), plus gun travel lock are moving parts.
Different materials such as cast iron mantlet and
steel armour plate are accurately depicted



The layout of the Ausf.D rear panel is
authentically rendered, in particular the twin
mufflers and horizontally-placed jack.

2 realistic figures enhance the model even
further!

Built-in poly caps ensure that the wheel
assembly is a straightforward process, and
that wheels move after the model is finished



This detail-up parts set is released to add an even
higher level of realism to Item 35345, announced
simultaneously. The high-precision parts in
this set recreate barrel and breech parts of the
70-caliber 7.5cm gun.

• Precise recreation of the 7.5cm gun barrel in
aluminium gives a sharp finish.
• Features separate resin parts recreating gun
breech and more.
• For use with Item 35345 1/35 German
Panther Ausf.D.

12664 1/35 Scale German Panther Ausf.D
Metal Gun Barrel Set



This detail-up parts set for Item 35345 recreates
Panther Ausf.D tracks using link-type parts for a
highly realistic finish.

• Precise recreation of the tracks seen on the
Panther Ausf.D.
• Cement on centre guide parts and snap
together links for easy assembly.
• For use with Item 35345 1/35 German
Panther Ausf.D

12665 1/35 Scale German Panther Ausf.D
Separate Track Link Set



12666 1/35 Scale German Panther Ausf.D
Photo-Etched Grille Set

A photo-etched parts set for the Panther Ausf.D is
also going on sale. These precision parts will add
a further layer of fine detail to model.

• Photo-etched parts recreate netting fitted over
engine grilles to prevent rubbish from being
sucked in.
• Soft material allows it to be shaped to reflect

foot prints and realistic bent surface
• For use with Item 35345 1/35 German
Panther Ausf.D.



The Team Lotus Type 49B evolution debuted in the third 
race of the 1968 season. It kept the DFV Cosworth
engine as a stressed member, while adding downforce-
improving revisions such as a front wing and wedge shaped
engine cowling. From the sixth race, a distinctive high rear 
wing was added, which was attached
directly to the rear uprights (other teams attached theirs to 
the engine block) so as to feed downforce directly
back to the suspension. Furthermore, ever-inventive team 
chief and designer Colin Chapman bedecked the 49B
in sponsor colours; it was essentially the first time that had 
been done in Formula One, and quickly set a trend
which continues even into the modern day. That year, the 
Type 49B would make driver Graham Hill and Lotus
champions as the British team overcame the devastating 
loss of mercurial driver Jim Clark.

• This is a 1/12 scale plastic model assembly kit. Length: 
360mm, width: 165mm, height: 122mm.
• The model artfully captures the Type 49B’s slim, compact 
form.
• Excellent detail is provided by metal air funnels, plus 
photo-etched parts to recreate brake discs, radiator,
seatbelt parts and more.
• Movable front/rear suspension utilizes realistic 
mechanism.
• DFV engine is rendered in detail.
• Parts included to recreate high rear wing, plus the high 
front wing seen in 1969 South African Grand Prix.
• Comes with semi-pneumatic rubber tires and driver figure.
• Steering wheel moves front wheels.
• Markings included to recreate the revolutionary livery, 
plus black Lotus nose badge used after Clark's death.

12053 1/12 Team Lotus 
Type 49B 1968 
(Photo-Etched 
Parts)



12032 1/12 Honda RA273 (w/Photo-Etched Parts)
In 1966, Formula 1 regulations were changed and stipulated 
a move from cars with 1.5-liter engines to those
with 3-liter ones. Having finally tasted success with the 1.5-
liter RA272 the year before, the Honda engineers
unfortunately had to start from scratch again, and the 
RA273 was not ready until the Italian GP in 1966.
Featuring a lightweight monocoque frame with aluminium 
panels and powered by a 90 degree V-12 engine, it
was driven by Richie Ginther and John Surtees, Ginther
finishing the season in a respectable 4th place overall.

• This is a 1/12 scale plastic model 
assembly kit. Length: 333mm, Width: 
143mm, Height: 70mm.
• Detailed V-12 engine features fuel 
pipes and ignition cables. Exhaust 
funnels are made from aluminium.
• Fully-movable front and rear 
suspensions are equipped with metal 
coil springs for life-like operation.
• Moving the steering wheel actually 
turns the front wheels.
• Nose cowling can be removed even 
after assembly to display radiator and 
water tank.
• Extensive set of photo-etched parts, 
including brake discs, oil cooler, and 
steering wheel spokes is included
for the ultimate finish.
• Manufacturer emblems, mirror 
surfaces, and instrument panel depicted 
with metal transfers.
• Hollow rubber tires with accurate 
tread patterns add to the model's racing 
feel.
• 1 driver figure included.
• 3 types of markings included.



Tamiya is happy to welcome the Model AA to its product 
line-up. Now a major player in the global car
market, Toyota had modest beginnings in 1933 as the 
automobile section of the Toyoda Automatic Loom
Works company. The Model AA was their first production 
car, released in 1936 and as it was still an internal
department of Toyoda, this car bears the unfamiliar “–da” 
ending to the brand name (in 1937 the automobile
division became an individual entity and changed to the 
Toyota name still used today). The Model AA was sold
as a domestically designed and produced competitor to U.S.-
made cars, its stylish and flowing body mounted on
a ladder frame and the whole package powered by a 3.4-
liter inline-6 engine. Around 1,400 AAs rolled out of
the factory over its 6 years of production, an important first 
step in the making of the Toyota brand.

24339 1/24 Toyoda Model AA

• This is a 1/24 scale plastic model assembly kit. Length: 
202mm, width: 73mm, height: 75mm.
• The graceful, flowing body of the Model AA is captured 
with accuracy.
• Features such as the seats, floor panels, ladder frame, 
engine underside, muffler and suspension are faithfully
depicted using a minimum of fuss and intuitive parts 
breakdown.
• Comes with photo-etched parts to recreate the elegant 
front wing emblem.
• Metal-plated parts are utilized to recreate bumpers, front 
grille, and windshield wipers.
• Metallic decals recreate body side and bonnet detailing.
• Includes a highly-realistic driver figure which was designed 
using the latest scanning technology.



32585 1/48 German 3ton 4x2 Cargo Truck

This model recreates a German cargo truck which served a crucial support role in armoured units, transporting
the personnel, fuel, ammunition and supplies which kept the forces going. The 3ton, 4x2 vehicle was powered
by a rear-mounted 6-cylinder gasoline engine that provided 85km/h on roads and an impressive 35km/h on
unpaved surfaces. It is estimated that some 78,000 were manufactured until July 1944, a figure which bears
testament to the truck's utility and reliability.

• This is a 1/48 scale plastic model assembly kit. 
Length: 127mm, width: 48mm.

• The sturdy form is accurately captured right down to the 
ladder frame chassis underside, and cabin interior.
• Features a choice of parts to recreate the headlights as 
either open or covered.
• X parts from Item 32510 are included to recreate barrels, 
jerry cans and more, adding detail to the model.
• Includes a realistic driver figure, plus 2 marking options 
which recreate units from the Eastern Front and the
invasion of Poland.



Tamiya is pleased to announce the re-issue of this classic 
model from the 1/35 Military Miniature Series; it was
last re-issued back in 2010. The M3 light tank was developed 
by the U.S. to replace its increasingly-obsolete M2
predecessor, and would see service in the hands of British 
and Canadian forces as well as the U.S. Army. The
British, in fact, were first to use the M3 Stuart in anger, 
throwing it into conflict with German forces in North
Africa; it was British services which gave the additional 
“Stuart” to the M3 name, taken from the eponymous
former U.S. General. Firepower on the tank was provided by 
a 37mm main gun and (in earlier variants)
sponson-based machine guns. Around 25,000 M3 Stuarts of 
all variants were manufactured in the production
run from 1941-1944.

• This is a 1/35 scale plastic model assembly kit.
• The compact style of the tank, including its riveted hull 
and turret, has been realistically reproduced.
• Features an accurate depiction of the M3 Stuart’s bogey 
suspension.
• A commander torso figure is included for installation 
in the model cupola, to lend your creation even greater
realism!
• Comes with decals to depict tanks used by the U.S.
(2) and British (1), and Canadian (1) forces.

35042 1/35 
U.S. Light Tank M3 Stuart



35126 1/35 U.S. Air Defense Gun System M247 Sgt York

This model was originally released in 1983, and now gets a re-issue! It depicts the M247 Sergeant York, an
ambitious self-propelled anti-aircraft gun project which the U.S. tried to develop quickly using already-existing
parts. It was based upon the aging M48 Patton tank chassis, and fitted with two 40mm L/70 high velocity guns
and a fire control system which was modified from that of the F-16 aircraft. The system consisted of a search
radar, tracking radar, low power radar finder, IFF, signal processor, computer and microwave switching system.
Unfortunately, the M247 was plagued by inconsistency and poor performance, and the plug was pulled on the
project in the mid-1980s with only around 50 manufactured. Take this chance to recreate one of those weapons
which never quite developed as its designers planned it.

• This is a 1/35 scale plastic model 
assembly kit. Length: 197mm, width: 
103mm.
• The unique form of the vehicle with 
oversized turret is faithfully captured. 
Turret is movable and offers gun
elevation/depression.
• Suspension system is realistically 
depicted.
• Hatches can be assembled in open or 
closed position.
• Parts depicting early warning and 
tracking radar are movable.
• Comes with a commander figure to 
add further life to your model.



The latest release in the 
Tamiya-Italeri series is this 
model of the 8-wheeled 
German armoured car 
Sd.Kfz.234/1.
The Sd.Kfz.234 series was a 
highly successful 8-wheel 
drive armoured car design 
that was equipped with a
210hp engine. Four variants 
of the vehicle were produced, 
with the 5cm gun-equipped 
234/2 “Puma” (recently
released as Item 37018) first 
to see action. It was followed 
by the 234/1, which featured 
an open-top turret and
lighter 2cm gun. Like other 
recent releases in this series, 
this kit receives a release not 
only with Tamiya figures,
decals and other parts, but 
also with updated moulding 
to correct omissions and add 
detail to the original Italeri
model, as well as a 
streamlined assembly 
process.

• This is a 1/35 scale plastic model 
assembly kit. Length: 180mm.
• Model parts are a product of 
Italeri.
• The form of the Sd.Kfz.234/1 is 
accurately depicted. Jerry can 
parts are modernized for more 
realism.
• Includes new photo-etched parts 
to update jerry can rack and 
fastening belt, plus recreate turret 
netting and
machine gun sights.
• New parts are included to depict 
headlights, antenna base, jack, 
shovel and more!
• Awkward-to-attach parts have 
been given guides to help get 
them accurately placed on the 
model.
• Includes 3 Tamiya figures 
(originally in Item 35252) in 
realistic pose, plus parts recreating 
a motorcycle.
• 2 marking options are also 
included, depicting Western and 
Eastern Front vehicles.
• Comes in a Tamiya-designed 
package.

37019 1/35 German Heavy Armoured Car Sd.Kfz. 234/1 (w/2cm Gun)



31359 1/700 Japanese Light Cruiser Mogami
This model of the Mogami depicts the boat as a light cruiser, and joins the aircraft carrying cruiser model of the
same boat (Item 31341) in the Waterline Series. The Mogami was used in a number of roles during its service.
Laid down in 1931 at Kure, she was launched on 14th March 1934 as the first of the “Mogami” class. Her early
life was far from smooth sailing, however: problems with stability and hull durability saw her quickly sent back
for overhaul in April 1936. From its completion in February 1938, to 1939 she was used as a light cruiser –
depicted by this model. Later, she had 2 further refits and was used as a heavy cruiser and even a carrier, taking
part in the Battle of Midway (1942) and the Battle of Leyte Gulf (1944). She met her end in the latter battle.

This is a 1/700 scale plastic model assembly kit.
• Length: 286.5mm
• The form of the Mogami in its light cruiser incarnation is accurately captured,

with excellent detail on weaponry, main mast, bridge and much more!
• Triple 15.5cm gun turrets feature moving main barrel even after assembly.
• Features realistic scale recreations of one Kawanishi E7K “Alf” and two 

Nakajima E8N “Dave” aircraft.



25179 U.S. Navy Aircraft Carrier CV-3 Saratoga 

with Pontos Model Detail Up Parts
Last year’s popular CV-3 Saratoga model (Item 31719) gets a limited edition re-release, and is packaged together
with a highly comprehensive set of photo-etched parts crafted by the Korean company Pontos Model, to add an
extra layer of in-depth, authentic detail to your 1/700 scale "Sister Sara"!

Fine detail on funnel opening
interiors and mast.
Decorate pre-coloured deck parts
with dry transfers.
Minute parts depicting handrails and 
radar.

• This is a 1/700 scale plastic model assembly kit. Length: 
396mm.
• Features an amazing 4 sheets of photo-etched parts to 
recreate anti-aircraft weaponry, bridge details, railings,
and much more! Different materials and thicknesses of plate 
are used.
• Also includes dry transfers for deck markings, a pre-
coloured deck plate, and brass pieces.
• This water line model captures the asymmetrical shape of 
the Saratoga, with bulge on the starboard side.
• The model accurately depicts the Saratoga as she 
appeared during the Battle of Iwo Jima in February 1945.
• Features a two-part hull, plus a one-part flight deck which 
stretches from the bow of the deck to the stern.
• Includes scale replicas of Hellcat and Avenger aircraft.
• Detail up parts are a product of Pontos Model, South 
Korea.



14023 1/12 Honda MVX250F
Tamiya is delighted to announce this re-issue of a 1983 classic, which recreates the Honda MVX250F. The
bike was a scaled down version of Honda’s racing champion the NS500, packing a V3 engine with two front
cylinders and one rear. The 40hp powerplant was designed so as the parts used in the rear cylinder were heavy
enough to counterbalance their two front counterparts. It featured telescopic front suspension with an air spring
cylinder, and Honda’s trademark Pro-Link setup at the rear of the bike

• This is a 1/12 scale plastic model assembly kit.
• The form of the MVX250F is faithfully recreated, with 
accurate depictions of the telescopic front fork, and
Honda Pro-Link rear suspension setups.
• The water-cooled V3 engine is recreated in detail, 
including vinyl tubing to depict ignition cords, clutch
cable, brake line, throttle cable and so on.
• Decals are included to recreate markings on the bike.



14075 1/12 Yamaha YZR500 (0W70) Taira Version
This re-issue of a 1999 Tamiya model recreates the Yamaha YZR500 (0W70) piloted by Japanese rider Tadahiko
Taira in the 1983 season, in which he started a run of three successive All Japan 500cc Road Race titles. The
bike was equipped with a water-cooled 4-cylinder engine that featured upper and lower pairs of cylinders in
a V-shaped layout with the carburetor in between for a compact layout. It put out over 140hp. Yamaha also
provided a ground-breaking aluminium frame which paved the way for the Deltabox frame.

• This is a 1/12 scale plastic model assembly kit.
• The unique layout of the bike is accurately captured, with 
precise depictions of front/side cowls, fuel tank,
frame and more.
• 2-stroke V4 engine is recreated in excellent detail, 
right down to individual lengths of vinyl tubing for
ignition cords.
• Markings are included to recreate Tadahiko Taira’s
1983 All Japan 500cc Road Race winning bike.



14112 1/12 Kawasaki ZZR1400 US Special Color Edition

Tamiya is pleased to announce the re-issue of this model, which was first released in 2008. It recreates the
ZZR1400, a bike powered by a thumping 1352cc four-stroke, DOHC, inline four cylinder engine which pumps
out an impressive 190hp. Its eye catching aerodynamic form and aggressively-styled front fairing featuring
6 independent front lights capture the essence of this machine. With its debut in 2006, the ZZR1400 was
extremely popular and was given the affectionate name Kawasaki Ninja. In response to its popularity, in 2007,
a white coloured Ninja was released with a flare livery and in 2008, a metallic black and red - also with a flare
livery - were added to the famous Ninja line-up.

• This is a 1/12 scale plastic model assembly kit. 
Length: 180mm, Width: 74mm.
• The 6 front lights have been realistically reproduced 
capturing the aggressive form.
• The compact 1,352cc four-stroke, DOHC, water-
cooled inline four cylinder engine has also been 
precisely
rendered.
• Comes with metal plated and transparent parts for 
the unique V-shaped taillight and turn signals.
• Metal transfers for side mirrors included.
• Front and rear tires are made of synthetic solid 
rubber with tread pattern.
• Top quality decals for the flare pattern livery, 
windscreen, instrument panel, Kawasaki and ZX-14 
logos
prepared by Cartograf. Special edition colour markings 
for '07 and '08 models included.
• Parts for under diffuser, handles, and centre stand 
included.



BRADIED HOSES FOR 1/12 BIKES

About Item 12662
• Length: 1m.
• Inner diameter: 0.8mm, outer diameter: 2.0mm
• Silver colored surface accurately depicts
braided metal hose.
• Recommended for use with 1/12 and 1/24 scale
car models, plus 1/6 and 1/12 scale motorcycle
models.
About Item 12663
• Length: 1m.
• Inner diameter: 1.2mm, outer diameter: 2.6mm
• Silver colored surface accurately depicts
braided metal hose.
• Recommended for use with 1/12 and 1/24 scale
car models, plus 1/6 and 1/12 scale motorcycle
models



24107 1/24 Toyota Land Cruiser 80 VX Limited
Tamiya announces the re-release of this classic 1991 model depicting the Land Cruiser 80. One of Toyota’s
best known creations, the legendary Land Cruiser featured a number of variants. The 80 series depicted by this
model was announced in October 1989 and offered a range of upgrades to the 60 series it replaced; from a larger
body with more curves, to a newly-designed chassis unit that further boosted off-road capability. Its coil-spring
suspension ensured that its occupants enjoyed a comfortable ride. The luxurious VX limited version provided
further upgrades over the standard model.

• This is a 1/24 scale plastic model assembly kit. Length: 214mm, width: 
87mm, height: 79mm.
• Ladder frame chassis is accurately reproduced.
• Front and rear suspension incorporate coil springs to enable suspension 
movement.
• Hood is moulded with clear plastic to allow viewing of the realistically-
recreated 4.2-liter turbocharged engine. Hood is detachable even after 
assembly.

• Semi-gloss finish metal-plated wheels, side steps, and cam covers,
plus gloss finish metal-plated front grille and side mirrors 
are included.

• Parts to depict the model as either a left-hand 
drive or right-hand drive vehicle are included.

• Large diameter tires feature realistic tread
pattern.



24122 1/24 Toyota Land Cruiser 80 w/Sport Options
This re-issue kit from 1993 recreates Toyota’s Land Cruiser 80. The model is based upon the Toyota Land
Cruiser 80 VX Limited model (Item 24107), adding large tires and parts depicting after market customizations
available in the day. The legendary Land Cruiser’s 80 series was announced in October 1989 and offered a
range of upgrades to the 60 series it replaced; from a larger body with more curves, to a newly-designed chassis
unit that further boosted off-road capability. Its coil-spring suspension ensured that its occupants enjoyed a
comfortable ride. The luxurious VX limited version provided further upgrades over the standard model.

• This is a 1/24 scale plastic model 
assembly kit. Length: 224mm, width: 
87mm.
• Ladder frame chassis is accurately 
reproduced.
• Front and rear suspension 
incorporate metal coil springs to 
actuate the long-stroke suspension.
• Achieve a great finish with metal-
plated parts included to recreate 
front guard, ladder on rear of vehicle, 
five roof-top auxiliary lamps, wheels 
and roof rack.
• Includes clear bonnet parts to allow 
appreciation of the detailed engine 
after construction.
• Can be assembled to recreate right-
or left-hand drive vehicle.
• Realistic interior recreated using 
intuitive hassle-free parts breakdown.
• Comes with decals to give the model 
a sporty look.



The latest model in the 1/24 Sports Car Series depicts a Honda classic, the S600. The car was the successor to
the S500, Honda’s maiden production car released in 1963. The S600 got 57hp out of a 606cc 4-cylinder DOHC
engine that could hold its own compared with racing engines, and it featured a motorcycle style chain-driven
rear wheel drive. Exports to Europe followed as the S600 quickly made a name for itself, gaining popularity
as a highly lightweight and speedy sports car. It was also to prove a success in races both inside and outside of
Japan.

24340 1/24 Honda S600

• This is a 1/24 scale plastic model assembly kit.
• The compact, lowdown form of the S600 is 
covered with accuracy.
• This kit is based upon Tamiya’s accurate kit of 
the S800 (Items 24190, 89657). New parts are 
included to
depict S600-specific features such as the front 
grille and bumper unit, hood, radiator-top parts, 
brake and
reverse lights, plus wheels.
• The unique rear chain-drive unit-based trailing 
arm suspension is concisely and realistically 
captured, as is
the front double wishbone setup.
• Parts are included to recreate the S600 as an 
open top with folded down roof, or as a hard 
top.
• Decals and metal transfers have been newly 
designed for this model.



This tool is designed to remove scale model plastic 
parts from their sprue. The sharp jaw blades offer an
excellent cutting edge, and they have a slightly 
slimmer jaw than previous Tamiya products, enabling 
easier
removal of smaller parts which have less clearance.
About the Item
• Length: 115mm.
• Easy-to-use tool features slim jaw with an excellent 
balance of durability and cutting edge.
• PVC grip covers ensure that the side cutters stay 
firmly in your hand during use.

74123 Sharp Pointed Side Cutter for Plastic (Slim Jaw)



These versatile scissors will be a must-have addition 
to every modeller’s tool kit – not only can the high-
quality
blades cut through plastic such as the polycarbonate 
used on many Tamiya R/C model bodies, they can 
also
handle softer metals and other materials/thicknesses 
above and beyond the capabilities of standard 
scissors.
About the Item
• Length: 170mm; blade length: 40mm.
• Blade material: anti-rust treated stainless steel.
• Features a stylish navy blue grip.

74124 Craft Scissors (for Plastic/Soft Metal)



Masking is a job which modellers of all kinds of models in every scale must carry out, and it requires 
precision in order to ensure that your creation gets the perfect paint job. This masking tape helps in the 
process, allowing smooth and secure masking-off of curved lines where standard masking tape would 
sustain creases and possibly let paint seep underneath. It is available in 3 separate widths to meet a variety 
of needs.

• Length of each roll: 20m
• A soft resin material is used, allowing the tape to adhere in a curved line while preventing paint from
seeping into masked off areas.
• Use of narrower tape is recommended for sharper curves.

87177 Masking Tape for Curves 2mm
87178 Masking Tape for Curves 3mm

87179 Masking Tape for Curves 5mm



D3555

The complex rounded contours of the one-piece turret (which has hatches that can be displayed open or closed) have been carefully reproduced, while the 
incredibly long gun barrel is made by slide mould. The Horstmann-type suspension, which includes four units on each side (each with two road wheels) and four 
track return rollers, is accurately depicted too. Meanwhile, the tracks are made of DS for the best blend of detail and convenience. The hull is a one-piece item, 
and bolt detail throughout the kit is sharply rendered. Length 33cm !



NEWS

2015 Car Due Oct

E011  Team Lotus Type 88 Essex 1981

E005 1/20 Lotus 49B 1969

E25004 1/24 Citroen 2CV Pick Up

E25005 1/24 Citroen DS19

New Items Due Summer


